Gel electrophoresis in studies of protein conformation and folding.
Electrophoresis through polyacrylamide gels is a useful method for distinguishing conformational states of proteins and analyzing the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of transitions between conformations. Although the relationship between protein conformation and electrophoretic mobility is quite complex, relative mobilities provide qualitative estimates of compactness. Conformational states which interconvert slowly on the time scale of the electrophoretic separation can often be resolved, and the rates of interconversion can be estimated. If the transitions are more rapid, then the electrophoretic mobility represents the equilibrium distribution of conformations. Protein unfolding transitions induced by urea are readily studied using slab gels containing a gradient of urea concentration perpendicular to the direction of electrophoresis. Protein applied across the top of such a gel migrates in the presence of continuously varying urea concentrations, and a profile of the unfolding transition is generated directly. Transitions induced by other agents could be studied using analogous gradient gels. Electrophoretic methods are especially suited for studying small quantities of protein, and complex mixtures, since the different components can be separated during the electrophoresis.